Mary- preparing for the work world

Tracy- Movie Reviews and other entertainment links

Adam- “Exchange” with some product reviews. We control listings submitted through form or email

Ashleigh- Recipes corner – how you could prep table for event, etc.

Tom- Book or music review, alternating through weeks.

Adam- Hot spots and events around town – college oriented – live music, bar events, etc.

   Tech tips for college students – what’s the new technology for school or life related stuff. Q&A.

Carrie- Volunteer opportunities in BN. Articles about various stuff.

   Unique websites.
   Get Moving.

Marie-Susanne-

Email me your top three in order and I’ll tally:
Check the name to see if it’s available (register.com or networksolutions.com)
Website Name Possibilities:
Heartland Herald
The Innovator
Digi-News
News Bytes
Virtual News
DMED Magazine
DNEWS
The Scroll
The Scripted Scroll
Mouse Tracks
The Virtual Voice
The H-Files
The DMED News
The Stu-News
The Informant
The Learning Curve
Media Mania
The Web Word
The Communicator
The Elemental